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THE JOIN-MEET IDEAL OF A FINITE LATTICE
VIVIANA ENE AND TAKAYUKI HIBI
Abstract. Radical binomial ideals associated with finite lattices are studied.
Gro¨bner basis theory turns out to be an efficient tool in this investigation.
Introduction
Let L be a finite lattice and K[L] the polynomial ring over a field K whose
variables are the elements of L. Let IL be the join-meet ideal of L, that is, the ideal
of K[L] which is generated by all the binomials of the form f = ab− (a ∧ b)(a ∨ b),
where a, b ∈ L are incomparable elements. Of course one may ask whether algebraic
properties of IL are related to the combinatorial properties of L. IL is a prime ideal
if and only if L is distributive as it was shown in [9] and if L is distributive, the
Gro¨bner bases of IL with respect to various monomial orders have been studied; see,
for instance, [9], [8], [1], [13]. In the same hypothesis on L, the toric ring K[L]/IL
is well understood; see [9], [6], [10], [11].
Almost nothing is known about the join-meet ideal IL when L is not distributive.
In the present paper we focus on the join-meet ideals of modular and non-distributive
lattices. For basic properties of lattices, like distributivity and modularity, we refer
the reader to the well known monographs [2] and [14].
It was conjectured in [8] that, given a modular lattice L, for any monomial order
< on K[L] the initial ideal in<(IL) is not squarefree, unless L is distributive. We
give a proof of this conjecture in Section 1. This result shows, in particular, that
for deciding whether a join-meet ideal IL of a modular and non-distributive lattice
L is radical one cannot use the known statement that a polynomial ideal is radical
if it has a squarefree initial ideal. Moreover, easy examples show that even if the
lattice L is rather closed to a distributive lattice, the ideal IL might not be radical;
see Example 3.1. A general characterization of radical join-meet ideals associated
with modular non-distributive lattices seems to be difficult. However, in Section 3,
we find a class of modular non-distributive lattices L whose join-meet ideal IL is
radical. To prove this property we intensively use the Gro¨bner basis theory.
For radical join-meet ideals, in Section 2, we describe the minimal prime ideals.
This description is used later, in Section 4, to obtain a complete characterization of
the minimal primes of the radical join-meet ideals studied in Section 3.
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1. The squarefree conjecture
Let L be a finite lattice and K[L] the polynomial ring over a field K whose
variables are the elements of L. A binomial of K[L] of the form f = ab−(a∧b)(a∨b),
where a, b ∈ L are incomparable, is called a basic binomial. In some recent papers,
the basic binomials are called Hibi relations.
Definition 1.1. The join-meet ideal of L is the ideal of K[L] generated by the basic
binomials, that is,
IL = (ab− (a ∧ b)(a ∨ b) : a, b ∈ L, a, b incomparable ) ⊂ K[L].
The join-meet ideal of a lattice was introduced in [9]. For fundamental notions
on lattices we refer to [2] and [14].
The main result of this section answers positively a conjecture made in [8]. We
first need a preparatory result on modular and non-distributive lattices which might
be known, but we include its proof since we could not find any reference.
Lemma 1.2. Let L be a modular non-distributive lattice. Then L has a diamond
sublattice L′ such that rankmaxL′ − rankminL′ = 2.
Proof. Let δ be a diamond of L labeled as in Figure 1 (i) of minimal rank, that is,
rank e− rank a = minimal.
•e
•b • c •d
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•e
•b • c
•d
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•f
(ii)
Figure 1.
We show that rank a − rank e = 2. Let us assume that rank e > rank a + 2. By
duality, we may assume, for instance, that rank d > rank a + 1, that is, there exists
f ∈ L such that a < f < d. Then we get the lattice displayed in Figure 1 (ii) where
c ∧ f = c ∧ d = a and c ∨ f ≤ c ∨ d = e. If c ∨ f = e, then L has a pentagon
subblattice (with the elements a, c, f, d, e), which is impossible since L is modular.
Therefore, we must have c ∨ f < e.
We now look at the lattice with the elements a, b, c, c ∨ f, and e. Here we have
b ∨ (c ∨ f) = (b ∨ c) ∨ f = e ∨ f = e and b ∧ (c ∨ f) ≥ a. If b ∧ (c ∨ f) = a we get
again a pentagon sublattice of L; see Figure 2 (i). Since L is modular, we must have
b ∧ (c ∨ f) > a. We look at the lattice with elements a, c, f, b ∧ (c ∨ f), and c ∨ f ;
see Figure 2 (ii). The following relations hold:
c ∧ (b ∧ (c ∨ f)) = (c ∧ b) ∧ (c ∨ f) = a,
and
c ∨ (b ∧ (c ∨ f)) = (c ∨ b) ∧ (c ∨ f) = e ∧ (c ∨ f) = c ∨ f,
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the first equality in the latter relation being true by modularity. Moreover, we have
f ∧ (b ∧ (c ∨ f)) = (f ∧ b) ∧ (c ∨ f) = a ∧ (c ∨ f) = a,
and
f ∨ (b ∧ (c ∨ f)) = (f ∨ b) ∧ (c ∨ f),
again by modularity, and, thus,
f ∨ (b ∧ (c ∨ f)) ≤ c ∨ f.
If f ∨ (b∧ (c∨ f)) = c∨ f, then we get a diamond sublattice of L as in Figure 2 (ii)
of smaller rank than δ, which is impossible by our assumption. Hence we must have
(f ∨ b) ∧ (c ∨ f) < c ∨ f.
•(c ∨ f) ∧ (b ∨ f)
•c ∧ (b ∨ f) •
(c ∨ f) ∧ b•
f
•a(i)
•c ∨ f
•c
•(c ∨ f) ∧ (b ∨ f)
•a
•(c ∨ f) ∧ b
(ii)
Figure 3.
Let us consider now the lattice with the elements a, c, (c∨f)∧b, f ∨ (b∧ (c∨f)) =
(c ∨ f) ∧ (b ∨ f), and c ∨ f. The following equalities hold:
((c ∨ f) ∧ b) ∧ c = (c ∨ f) ∧ (b ∧ c) = a,
and, by modularity,
c ∨ (b ∧ (c ∨ f)) = (c ∨ b) ∧ (c ∨ f) = c ∨ f.
Next, we have:
c ∨ (f ∨ (b ∧ (c ∨ f))) = (c ∨ f) ∨ (b ∧ (c ∨ f)) = c ∨ f.
Therefore, if c∧((c∨f)∧(b∨f)) = c∧(b∨f) = a, then L has a pentagon sublattice;
see Figure 3 (i). Hence we must have
c ∧ (b ∨ f) > a.
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Finally, we look at the lattice with the elements a, c ∧ (b ∨ f), (c ∨ f) ∧ b, f, and
(c ∨ f) ∧ (b ∨ f). The following equalities hold:
f ∧ (c ∧ (b ∨ f)) = (c ∧ f) ∧ (b ∨ f) = a ∧ (b ∨ f) = a,
and
f ∨ (c ∧ (b ∨ f)) = (f ∨ c) ∧ (b ∨ f) (by modularity) .
Next,
f ∧ (b ∧ (c ∨ f)) = (f ∧ b) ∧ (c ∨ f) = a ∧ (c ∨ f) = a,
and
f ∨ (b ∧ (c ∨ f)) = (f ∨ b) ∧ (c ∨ f) (by modularity) .
We also have:
(c ∧ (b ∨ f)) ∧ ((c ∨ f) ∧ b) = (b ∧ c) ∧ (b ∨ f) ∧ (c ∨ f) = a
and, by applying modularity,
(c ∧ (b ∨ f)) ∨ ((c ∨ f) ∧ b) = ((c ∧ (b ∨ f)) ∨ b) ∧ (c ∨ f)
= ((b ∨ c) ∧ (b ∨ f)) ∧ (c ∨ f) = e ∧ (b ∨ f) ∧ (c ∨ f) = (b ∨ f) ∧ (c ∨ f).
Consequently, we have got another diamond sublattice of L (see Figure 3 (ii)) with
a smaller rank than δ, again a contradiction. 
In the proof of the next theorem we use some arguments which are taken from the
proof of [8, Theorem 1.1], but we include them for the convenience of the reader.
Theorem 1.3. Let L be a modular non-distributive lattice. Then, for any monomial
order < on K[L], the initial ideal in<(IL) is not squarefree.
Proof. By Lemma 1.2, L has a sublattice L′ with a = minL′, e = maxL′ such that
rank e− rank a = 2. Let b1, b2, . . . , bk ∈ L, k ≥ 3, be the elements of L such that for
any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, bi ∨ bj = e and bi ∧ bj = a. Therefore, we have the following
relations in IL : bibj − ae for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k.
Let < be an arbitrary monomial order on K[L]. We may assume that, with
respect to this order, we have b1 > · · · > bk. We are going to show that in<(IL) is
not squarefree. We have to analyze the following two cases.
Case 1. Assume that ae < bibj for any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k. Let b = bk and consider
the binomial f = ab2e − a2e2 which, by the proof of [8, Theorem 1.1], belongs to
IL. Let us assume that in<(IL) is squarefree. Then, since f ∈ IL, we must have
abe ∈ in<(IL), hence, following the arguments of the proof of [8, Theorem 1.1],
there exists a binomial g = abe − u ∈ IL where u = ℓmn with ℓ,m, n ∈ L, all of
them in the interval [a, e] of L, and, in addition, with in<(g) = abe. Also, from the
arguments of the cited proof, it follows that at least two of the variables ℓ,m, n are
distinct. Indeed, let
(1.1) g =
N∑
i=1
xi(vi − wi)
where each xi is a variable and vi−wi is a basic binomial of IL such that x1v1 = abe,
xiwi = xi+1vi+1 for 1 ≤ i < N, and xNwN = u. Then each variable that appears
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in the binomial xi(vi − wi) must belong to the interval [a, e] of L. This is true
since for any basic binomial v − w, one has supp(v) ⊂ [a, e] if and and only if
supp(w) ⊂ [a, e]. In particular, xNwN = u is of the form u = ℓmn with ℓ,m, n ∈
[a, e] and, by (1.1), at least two of ℓ,m, n are distinct. Moreover, by (1.1), it also
follows that rank a+rank b+rank e = rank ℓ+rankm+rank n. Since in L′ we have
rank e− rank a = 2, it follows that
(1.2) rank ℓ+ rankm+ rankn = 3 rank a + 3.
Of course we may assume that rank ℓ ≥ rankm ≥ rankn. Let us suppose that
rankn > rank a. Then, by using equation (1.2), we obtain rank ℓ = rankm =
rankn = rank a + 1, hence ℓ,m, n ∈ {b1, b2, . . . , bk}. It follows that g = abe− bibjbp
for some i, j, p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} with at least two of them distinct. Let us assume that
i 6= j. Then, since ae < bibj and b ≤ bp, we get a contradiction to the fact that
in<(g) = abe.
Let now rankn = rank a. This implies that rank ℓ+ rankm = 2 rank a+ 3, which
leads to the conclusion that rank ℓ = rank a+2 and rankm = rank a+1. Therefore,
we get n = a, ℓ = e, and m = bi for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k. We then have g = abe − abie
which is impossible since obviously abe ≤ abie by the choice of b.
Hence, in Case 1, in<(IL) is not squarefree.
Case 2. There exist 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k such that ae > bibj . Let bd be the smallest
monomial among all the monomials bibj , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k. In particular, it follows
that ae > bd. We first claim that b2d − bd2 ∈ IL. Indeed. one may easily check the
following identity:
b2d− bd2 = (b− d)(bd− ae)− b(cd− ae) + d(bc− ae),
where c is an arbitrary variable in {b1, . . . , bk} \ {b, d}. Let us assume that in<(IL)
is squarefree. Then we have bd ∈ in<(IL). This implies that there exists a binomial
g = bd − ℓm ∈ IL with bd ∈ in<(IL). Since ae > bd, we cannot have ℓm = ae.
Therefore, g = bd − bibj for some 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, which is again impossible by our
choice of the monomial bd. 
2. Radical join-meet ideals of finite lattices
In this section we describe the associated primes of a radical join-meet ideal of a
finite lattice.
Proposition 2.1. Let S = K[x1, . . . , xn] be a polynomial ring over a field K and
let I ⊂ S be a binomial ideal, that is, an ideal which is generated by differences of
two monomials. If I is a radical ideal, then:
(a) I : (
∏n
i=1 xi)
∞ = I :
∏n
i=1 xi.
(b) I :
∏n
i=1 xi is a prime ideal.
Proof. (a). Let Min∗(I) be the set of all prime ideals of I which contain no variable.
Then
I :
n∏
i=1
xi =
⋂
P∈Min(I)
(P :
n∏
i=1
xi) =
⋂
P∈Min∗(I)
P =
⋂
P∈Min(I)
(P : (
n∏
i=1
xi)
∞) = I : (
n∏
i=1
xi)
∞.
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(b). By [3] or [12], I :
∏n
i=1 xi is a lattice ideal, let us say IL where L ⊂ Zn is a
lattice. By [3, Theorem 2.1], it is enough to show that L is saturated, in other words,
if xma − xmb ∈ I : ∏ni=1 xi for some positive integer m, then xa − xb ∈ I :
∏n
i=1 xi.
The proof depends on the characteristic of the field. Let us first assume that
charK = 0. Since, by the proof of (a), we have I :
∏n
i=1 xi =
⋂
P∈Min∗(I) P, we
get xma − xmb ∈ P for any prime ideal P ∈ Min∗(I). Since P does not contain
any variable, it follows that the polynomial g = x(m−1)a + . . . + x(m−1)b 6∈ P since
g(1, . . . , 1) = m 6= 0, hence xa − xb ∈ P for any P ∈ Min∗(I). Therefore, we obtain
xa − xb ∈ I : ∏ni=1 xi.
A similar proof works in positive characteristic. Indeed, let p > 0 be the charac-
teristic of the field and let m = ptq for some non-negative integer t and some positive
integer q such that (p, q) = 1. Then
xma − xmb = (xqa − xqb)pt = (xa − xb)pt(x(q−1)a + · · ·+ x(q−1)b)pt ∈ P
for all P ∈ Min∗(I). Let h = (x(q−1)a + · · ·+ x(q−1)b)pt = x(q−1)apt + · · ·+ x(q−1)bpt .
Then h(1, . . . , 1) = q 6= 0. It follows, by using the same argument as in the zero
characteristic, that (xa − xb)pt ∈ P and thus xa − xb ∈ P for every P ∈ Min∗(I).
This implies that xa − xb ∈ I : ∏ni=1 xi. 
Now we are going to characterize the associated primes of a radical join-meet ideal
of a finite lattice. We first need the following
Definition 2.2. Let L be a lattice and A a subset of L. A is called admissible if it
is empty or it is non-empty and has the following property: for any basic binomial
ab− cd of IL, if a ∈ A or b ∈ A, then c ∈ A or d ∈ A.
In other words, the set A is admissible if and only if, for any basic binomial, either
A ”covers” both monomials of the binomial or none of them. Of course, the empty
set and L are admissible sets for IL.
Remark 2.3. Let A be an admissible set for IL. We set LA = L \ A. Then LA is
a sublattice of L with respect to the order induced from L. Indeed, let a, b ∈ LA be
two incomparable elements. Since A is admissible, it follows that a∨ b and a∧ b do
not belong to A.
Proposition 2.4. Let IL be a radical ideal. Then, for any admissible set, the ideal
ILA is radical.
Proof. Assume that there exists A ⊂ L such that ILA is not radical, hence there
exists a polynomial f ∈ K[{a : a ∈ L \ A}] such that f ∈
√
ILA \ ILA. Then
obviously f ∈ √IL. We claim that f 6∈ IL which shows that IL is not radical, a
contradiction. Let us assume that f ∈ IL. Then we may write
f =
∑
a,b6∈A
hab(ab− (a ∧ b)(a ∨ b)) +
∑
a∈A or b∈A
hab(ab− (a ∧ b)(a ∨ b))
for some polynomials hab ∈ K[L]. We map to zero all the variables of A. In this
way, since A is admissible, it follows that the second sum in the above formula
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vanishes while in the first sum, all the basic binomials survive. Therefore, f ∈ ILA,
a contradiction. 
Remark 2.5. We are going to see in Example 3.7 that the radical property does
not pass from a lattice to any of its proper sublattices.
For an admissible set A ⊂ L, we set
PA(L) = ILA :
∏
a6∈A
a + (a : a ∈ A).
If IL is a radical ideal, then ILA is a radical ideal by Proposition 2.4, and, by
Proposition 2.1, it follows that ILA :
∏
a6∈A a is prime. Thus PA(L) is a prime ideal
for any admissible set A if IL is a radical ideal. Obviously, PA(L) ⊃ IL for any
admissible set A.
Theorem 2.6. Let L be a lattice such that IL is a radical ideal. Then
IL =
⋂
A⊂L
A admissible
PA(L).
Proof. It is enough to show that any minimal prime ideal of IL is of the form PA(L)
for some admissible set A ⊂ L.
Let P be a minimal prime of IL and A = {a : a ∈ P}. If A = ∅, that is, P does
not contain any variable, then P ⊃ IL : ∏a∈L a ⊃ IL. Since, by Proposition 2.1,
IL :
∏
a∈L a is a prime ideal, we obtain P = P∅(L).
Now let A be nonempty. We claim that A is admissible. Indeed, let ab− cd be a
basic binomial such that a ∈ A. It follows that cd ∈ P , which implies that c ∈ A or
d ∈ A. We show that P = PA(L). Indeed, since P ⊃ IL and P ⊃ (a : a ∈ A), we also
have P ⊃ IL + (a : a ∈ A) = ILA + (a : a ∈ A). It follows that P ⊃ (ILA + (a : a ∈
A)) :
∏
a/∈A a = PA(L). Since P is minimal over I, we must have P = PA(L). 
Proposition 2.7. Let IL be radical. Then for two admissible sets A,B ⊂ L, we
have PA(L) ( PB(L) if and only if
A ( B and ILA :
∏
a6∈A
a ⊂ ILB :
∏
b6∈B
b+ (b : b ∈ B \ A).
Proof. Let A ⊂ B. Then PA(L) ⊂ PB(L) if and only if
ILA :
∏
a6∈A
a = PA(L)/(a : a ∈ A) ⊂ PB(L)/(a : a ∈ A)
= ILB :
∏
b6∈B
b+ (b : b ∈ B \ A).

The following example illustrates Theorem 2.6 and Proposition 2.7.
Example 2.8. Let Q be the lattice of Figure 4. The Gro¨bner basis of IQ with
respect to the lexicographic order induced by a > b > · · · > g is {ae − bc, ag −
cf, bg − ef, cd− cf, de− ef}. Thus, in<(IQ) is squarefree which implies that IQ is a
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Figure 4.
radical ideal and we may apply Theorem 2.6 and Proposition 2.7 to determine the
minimal primes of IQ.
One easily sees that
IQ :
∏
x∈Q
x ⊃ J = (ae− bc, ag − cf, bg − ef, d− f) ⊃ IQ.
But K[a, b, c, d, e, f, g]/J ∼= K[a, b, c, d, e, g]/(ae− bc, ag−cd, bg−de), and the latter
quotient ring is a domain. Therefore, J is a prime ideal. Moreover, IQ :
∏
x∈Q x =
J = P∅(Q). The other minimal primes of I are (a, b, c, e) and (c, e, g), that is,
I = J ∩ (a, b, c, e) ∩ (c, e, g). Note that, for instance, the set A = {g, d, f} is an
admissible set, but the corresponding prime ideal PA(Q) is not a minimal prime of
IQ since PA(Q) ) P∅(Q).
3. Join-meet ideals of modular non-distributive lattices
It is well known that, given an ideal I of a polynomial ring S over a field, if in<(I)
is radical for some monomial order < on S, then the ideal I is radical as well; see
[7, Proposition 3.3.7] or [4, Lemma 6.51] for an alternative proof. This gives also
a procedure to show that a polynomial ideal is radical. However, there are radical
polynomial ideals whose initial ideals are always non-radical. For such ideals one
has to use other kind of arguments to prove the radical property.
In this section we mainly study a class of modular non-distributive lattices whose
join-meet ideals are radical. Before beginning our study, let us look at the next
Example 3.1. Let N be the lattice of rank 4 of Figure 5. This is rather a simple
example of a modular non-distributive lattice. We ”included” only one diamond
into a distributive lattice with 8 elements. However, as we are going to show, the
join-meet ideal of lattice N is not radical.
We claim that aℓg(d− f)2 ∈ IL, which implies that (aℓg(d− f))2 ∈ IL, therefore,
aℓg(d− f) ∈ √IL. Indeed, one may easily see that
aℓg(d− f)2 = aℓgd2 − 2aℓgdf + aℓgf 2 ≡ ag2hd− ag2hf − agf(gh− ℓf)
≡ ag2h(d− f)− agfℓ(d− f) ≡ ag2h(d− f)− aℓ2c(d− f)mod IL.
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On the other hand, ah(d− f) ∈ IL and ℓc(d− f) ∈ IL. One may easily check this.
For instance, for the first membership, we may use the following identity:
ah(d− f) = b(de− ch) + (f − d)(be− ah)− b(ef − ch).
Thus, aℓg(d − f) ∈ √IL. The Gro¨bner basis of IL with respect to reverse lexico-
graphic order contains, apart of the basic binomials of L, the following binomials:
ceℓ− cfℓ, cdℓ− cfℓ, ceh− cfh, aeh− afh, cdh− cfh, adh− afh, cf 2ℓ− c2hℓ, ad2ℓ−
achℓ, cf 2h− c2h2, af 2h−ach2. Thus, in<(aℓgd−aℓgf) 6∈ in<(IL) which implies that
aℓg(d− f) 6∈ IL.
Therefore, the following question arises. Is there a class of distributive lattices
such that by ”including” just one small diamond one may get a radical joint-meet
ideal for the new lattice? We are going to answer this question in the next theorem.
Let D be the distributive lattice of the divisors of 2 · 3n for some integer n ≥ 1
with the elements labeled as in Figure 6 (a). For every 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1, we denote by
Lk the lattice of Figure 6 (b).
• yn
•xn • yn−1
•xn−1 • yk+1
•xk+1 • yk
•xk • y2
•x2 • y1
•x1
(a)
• yn
•xn • yn−1
•xn−1 • yk+1
•xk+1 • yk
•xk • y2
•x2 • y1
•x1
•z
(b)
Figure 6.
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Before stating our first preparatory result, we need to introduce some notation.
For 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1, let
pk = xk+1z − ykz; rk = y2kz − ykz2; gi = xiyk+1 − yiz, for 1 ≤ i < k;
hj = xkyj−xjz, for k+1 ≤ j ≤ n; fij = xjyi−xiyj, for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, j 6= k+1, i 6= k;
fi,k+1 = xk+1yi − yiz, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k; fkj = xjyk − xjz, for j > k + 1;
pij = xixk+1yj − xiyjz, tij = xiykyj − xiyjz, for 1 ≤ i < k < k + 1 < j ≤ n,
and
qik = yiykz − yiz2, for 1 ≤ i < k.
Lemma 3.2. The set
G = {pk, rk} ∪ {gi, qik : 1 ≤ i < k} ∪ {hj : k + 1 ≤ j ≤ n} ∪ {fij : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}
∪{pij, tij : 1 ≤ i < k < k + 1 < j ≤ n}
is a Gro¨bner basis of I = ILk with respect to the reverse lexicographic order induced
by x1 > · · · > xn > y1 > · · · > yn > z. In particular, it follows that in<(I) is
generated by the following set of monomials:
M = {xjyi : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} ∪ {xiyk+1 : 1 ≤ i < k} ∪ {xkyj : k + 1 ≤ j ≤ n}
∪{xixk+1yj, xiykyj : 1 ≤ i < k < k+1 < j ≤ n}∪{yiykz : 1 ≤ i < k}∪{xk+1z, y2kz}.
Proof. We first note that G is a generating set of I and next one applies Buchberger’s
criterion, that is, one checks that all the S-polynomials of the pairs (f, g) ∈ G × G
reduce to zero modulo G. Note that for many pairs (f, g) ∈ G × G the checks
are superfluous since the initial monomials in<(f) and in<(g) are relatively prime.
Moreover, in order to eliminate many checks, one may use the following known fact.
If f, g are two polynomials with in<(f) and in<(g) relatively prime, then, for any
monomials u, v the S-polynomial S(uf, vg) reduces to zero modulo uf and vg. 
Theorem 3.3. For every 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1, the join-meet ideal ILk is radical.
The proof of this theorem has several steps which are shown in the following
lemmas, but the basic idea of the proof is very simple. We actually show that one
may decompose I as an intersection of two radical ideals, namely I = (I, xk+1 −
yk) ∩ (I, z), hence I itself is a radical ideal.
Lemma 3.4. Let 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1 and I = ILk . Then I = (I, xk+1 − yk) ∩ (I, z).
Proof. The inclusion I ⊂ (I, xk+1 − yk) ∩ (I, z) is obvious. For getting the equality
we show that
(3.1) in<(I, xk+1 − yk) ∩ in<(I, z) ⊂ in<(I).
This will imply that in<((I, xk+1 − yk) ∩ (I, z)) ⊂ in<(I), thus,
in<(I) = in<((I, xk+1 − yk) ∩ (I, z))
which leads to the desired statement.
We know the generators of in<(I) from Lemma 3.2. We now compute the Gro¨bner
bases of (I, z) and (I, xk+1 − yk) with respect to the reverse lexicographic order
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induced by x1 > · · · > xn > y1 > · · · > yn > z. By using the Gro¨bner basis of
I, one easily sees that (I, z) is generated by the binomials fij = xjyi − xiyj where
1 ≤ i < j ≤ n and j 6= k + 1, i 6= k and by the following set of monomials:
{z} ∪ {xiyk+1 : 1 ≤ i < k} ∪ {xkyj : k + 1 ≤ j ≤ n} ∪ {xk+1yi : 1 ≤ i ≤ k} ∪ {xjyk :
j > k + 1} ∪ {xixk+1yj, xiykyj : 1 ≤ i < k < k + 1 < j ≤ n}. By using Buchberger’s
criterion, one immediately checks that the above set of generators of (I, z) is a
Gro¨bner basis of (I, z). Consequently,
G(in<(I, z)) = (G(in<(I) \ {xk+1z, ykz2, yiykz : 1 ≤ i < k}) ∪ {z}
which implies that
(3.2) in<(I, z) = (in<(I), z).
Here we used the notation G(J) for the minimal set of monomial generators of the
monomial ideal J.
By using the Gro¨bner basis of I it follows that the ideal (I, xk+1−yk) is generated
by the binomials xk+1 − yk, gi, 1 ≤ i < k, hj, k + 1 ≤ j ≤ n, fij, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, j 6=
k + 1, i 6= k, f ′i,k+1 = yiyk − yiz = fi,k+1 − yi(xk+1 − z), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, fkj, j > k + 1, rk,
and p′ij = tij = xiyjyk − xiyjz, 1 ≤ i < k < k + 1 < j ≤ n, since qik = zf ′i,k+1.
Buchberger’s criterion applied to this set of generators shows that they form a
Gro¨bner basis of (I, xk+1 − yk). Moreover, we obtain
G(in<(I, xk+1−yk)) = (G(in<(I)\({xk+1z, xk+1yi : 1 ≤ i ≤ k}∪{yiykz : 1 ≤ i < k}))
∪{xk+1, yiyk : 1 ≤ i ≤ k}.
therefore, we get the following equality:
(3.3) in<(I, xk+1 − yk) = (in<(I), xk+1, y1yk, . . . , yk−1yk, y2k).
By using the relations (3.2) and (3.3), we get
in<(I, xk+1 − yk) ∩ in<(I, z) = (in<(I), xk+1z, y1ykz, . . . , y2kz) ⊂ in<(I).

From the above proof we may also derive the following
Corollary 3.5. (I, z) is a radical ideal.
Proof. By (3.2), we have in<(I, z) = (in<(I), z). Since in<(I) has only one non-
squarefree generator, namely y2kz which is ”killed” by z, it follows that in<(I, z) is
square free and, consequently, (I, z) is a radical ideal. 
The last step in the proof of Theorem 3.3 is shown in the following
Lemma 3.6. The ideal (I, xk+1 − yk) is radical.
Proof. We show that (I, xk+1 − yk) has a squarefree initial ideal with respect to the
lexicographic order induced by z > x1 > · · · > xn > y1 > · · · > yn. We recall from
the proof of Lemma 3.4 that (I, xk+1 − yk) is generated by xk+1 − yk, gi, 1 ≤ i <
k, hj , k + 1 ≤ j ≤ n, fij , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, j 6= k + 1, i 6= k, f ′i,k+1 = yiyk − yiz, 1 ≤ i ≤
k, fkj, j > k+1, rk, and p
′
ij = tij = xiyjyk−xiyjz, 1 ≤ i < k < k+1 < j ≤ n. In this
generating set, the generators rk and p
′
ij are redundant. Indeed, rk = zf
′
k,k+1 and
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p′ij = (yk − z)fij − xjf ′i,k+1 for any 1 ≤ i < k < k + 1 < j ≤ n. Moreover, for every
1 ≤ i < k we may replace the generator gi by g′i = xiyk+1−yiyk = f ′i,k+1−gi. Finally,
for j > k+1 we may replace the generator fkj by xkyj −xjyk = fkj −hj . Therefore,
(I, xk+1 − yk) is generated by the following binomials: xk+1 − yk, g′i = xiyk+1 − yiyk
for 1 ≤ i < k, hj = zxj − xkyj for k + 1 ≤ j ≤ n, f ′i,k+1 = zyi − yiyk for 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
and fij = xiyj − xjyi for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n with j 6= k + 1. By trivial calculations one
may check that this set of generators is a Gro¨bner basis of (I, xk+1−yk) with respect
to the lexicographic order induced by z > x1 > · · · > xn > y1 > · · · > yn. Since all
these generators have squarefree initial monomials, it follows that the initial ideal
of (I, xk+1 − yk) is squarefree and, thus, (I, xk+1 − yk) is a radical ideal. 
We end this section with a few comments. Going back to our Example 3.1, by
applying Theorem 3.3, we see that every proper sublattice N ′ of N has a radical
join-meet ideal although IN is not radical. The following example shows that the
radical property does not pass from a lattice to any of its proper sublattices.
Example 3.7. Let R be the lattice of Figure 7.
•
• • •
•
•
•
•
•
•
Figure 7.
One may check with Singular [5] that IR is a radical ideal. However the ideal IN
attached to its proper sublattice N is not radical, as we have seen in Example 3.1.
4. The minimal primes of the join-meet ideal of Lk
In this section we apply the results of Section 2 to determine explicitly the minimal
primes of the ideals ILk for 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1. We recall that we denoted by D the
distributive lattice displayed in Figure 6 (a), and by Lk the lattice displayed in
Figure 6 (b). We denote byDk the sublattice ofD with the elements xi, yi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
and by D′k the sublattice of D with the elements xi, yi, k + 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Before stating the main theorem of this section, we need to prove a preparatory
result.
Lemma 4.1. For any 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1, the ideal (ID, xk+1 − yk) is prime.
Proof. It is enogh to show that (ID, x2− y1) is a prime ideal since by an appropriate
change of variables, we may map the ideal (ID, x2 − y1) into (ID, xk+1 − yk).
Let fij = xiyj − xjyi, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n the generators of ID. By [8, Theorem 2.2],
{fij : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} is a Gro¨bner basis of ID with respect to any monomial order.
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Actually, if in< fij and in< fkℓ are not relatively prime, then the S-polynomial of the
pair (fij, fkℓ) may be expressed as
(4.1) S(fij, fkℓ) = zfpq
for some variable z ∈ K[D] and 1 ≤ p < q ≤ n.
Let < be an arbitrary monomial order on K[D]. For any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, we denote
by gij the reduction of fij modulo x2 − y1. More precisely, gij is obtained from fij
by replacing x2 by y1 if x2 > y1 or y1 by x2 if y1 > x2. Since {fij : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} is
a Gro¨bner basis of ID with respect to <, it follows that the set G = {gij : 1 ≤ i <
j ≤ n} ∪ {x2 − y1} is a Gro¨bner basis of (ID, x2 − y1) with respect to < . This is
essentially due to equation (4.1). In particular, G is a Gro¨bner basis of (ID, x2 − y1)
with respect to the lexicographic order induced by x1 > · · · > xn > y1 > · · · > yn. In
this case it follows that the initial ideal of (ID, x2− y1) is generated by the following
squarefree monomials: x2, xiyj for i, j 6= 2, x1y2, and xjy2 for 2 < j ≤ n. This
shows that (ID, x2 − y1) is a radical ideal. On the other hand, by applying [15,
Lemma 12.1], it follows that all the variables are regular on (ID, x2 − y1), which
implies that (ID, x2 − y1) : ∏1≤i≤n xi
∏
1≤j≤n yj = (ID, x2 − y1). Finally, by applying
Proposition 2.1, we get the desired conclusion. 
Theorem 4.2. Let 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1 and I = ILk the join-meet ideal of the lattice Lk.
The minimal primes of I are the followings:
P = (I, z − xk+1, z − yk), P1 = (z, x1, . . . , xn), P ′1 = (z, y1, . . . , yn),
P2 = (z, x1, . . . , xk, y1, . . . , yk) + ID′
k
, P ′2 = (z, xk+1, . . . , xn, yk+1, . . . , yn) + IDk ,
P3 = (x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yk), P
′
3 = (y1, . . . , yn, xk+1, . . . , xn).
Proof. By Theorem 2.6, since I is a radical ideal, we know that any minimal prime
of I is of the form PA(Lk) where A is an admissible set of I.
Let P = P∅(Lk). Then P = I : (z
∏
1≤i≤n xi
∏
1≤j≤n yj). We obviously have
(4.2) P ⊃ (I, z − xk+1, x− yk) ⊃ I.
On the other hand,
K[Lk]
(I, z − xk+1, x− yk)
∼= K[D]
(ID, xk+1 − yk) .
Since, by Lemma 4.1, (ID, xk+1−yk) is a prime ideal, it follows that (I, z−xk+1, x−yk)
is a prime ideal as well. Therefore, since P is a minimal prime of I, by using (4.2),
we must have P = (I, z − xk+1, x− yk).
Now we look at the minimal primes which correspond to non-empty admissible
sets. Let A be such an admissible set and assume first that z ∈ A. If yℓ 6∈ A
for every 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n, then, by using the basic binomials zyi − xiyk+1 for i ≤ k
and xkyj − xjyk for j ≥ k + 1, it follows that P ⊃ (z, x1, . . . , xn) ⊃ I, hence, we
get PA(Lk) = (z, x1, . . . , xn) = P1. Since the dual lattice of Lk has obviously the
same relation ideal, it follows that P ′1 is the minimal prime which correspond to
the admissible set A which contains z and does not contain any of the variables
xi, i = 1, . . . , n.
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Now we consider an admissible set A which contains z and has the property that
there exist 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n such that xi, yj 6∈ A. If i 6= j, then, since xiyj − xjyi is a
basic binomial, it follows that xj , yi 6∈ A. Therefore, we may assume that there exists
1 ≤ i ≤ n such that xi, yi 6∈ A. Let us suppose that xk, yk 6∈ A. From the relations
xjz− xkyj we get yj ∈ A for j ≥ k+1 and, next, from the relations xjyk − xkyj, we
get xj ∈ A for j ≥ k+1. Thus, in this case, PA(Lk) ⊃ P ′2 ⊃ I. But P ′2 is obviously a
prime ideal, therefore, PA(L) = P
′
2. The dual situation correspond to xk+1, yk+1 6∈ A,
and in this case one gets PA(Lk) = P2. It remains to consider xk, yk, xk+1, yk+1 ∈ A.
Then it follows that PA(Lk) ) P which implies that PA(Lk) is not a minimal prime.
We still need to identify the minimal primes which correspond to non-empty
admissible sets A which do not contain z. Let A be such that z 6∈ A and PA(Lk) is a
minimal prime of I. Since zyk−xkyk+1, zxk+1−xkyk+1, ykxk+1−xkyk+1 ∈ I ⊂ PA(Lk),
we get z(yk − xk+1) ∈ PA(Lk), hence yk − xk+1 ∈ PA(L), and xk+1(z − yk) ∈ PA(L).
If xk+1 6∈ PA(L), it follows that z − xk+1 ∈ PA(L). But this further implies that
PA(Lk) ) P, hence PA(Lk) is not a minimal prime. Consequently, xk+1 ∈ A, and,
next, yk ∈ PA(Lk). By using again the basic binomial ykxk+1 − xkyk+1, we obtain
xk ∈ A or yk+1 ∈ A.
We analyze the following cases.
Case 1. xk ∈ A and yk+1 6∈ A. By using the relations xjz − xkyj for j > k+ 1, we
get xj ∈ A for j > k+ 1. Similarly, by using the basic binomials yk+1xi − yixk+1 for
i < k, we get xi ∈ A for all i < k. Therefore, we have xi ∈ A for all i = 1, . . . , n. By
using the basic binomials zyi − xiyk+1 for i < k, we also get yi ∈ A. Then we have
actually proved that PA(Lk) ⊃ (x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yk) = P3 ⊃ I. Since PA(Lk) is a
minimal prime of I, we must have PA(Lk) = P3.
Case 2. xk 6∈ A and yk+1 ∈ A. This is the dual of the above case and leads to the
conclusion that PA(Lk) = P
′
3.
Case 3. Let xk, yk+1 ∈ A. From the relations zyi−xiyk+1 for i < k, and xjz−xkyj
for j > k, we obtain yi ∈ A for i < k, and xj ∈ A for j > k. If there exists i < k such
that xi 6∈ A, by using the relations xiyj − xjyi for j > k + 1, we get yj ∈ A for all
j > k+ 1. In this case it follows that A ⊃ {y1, . . . , yn, xk, . . . , xn} and PA(Lk) ) P ′3,
hence PA(Lk) is not a minimal prime, contradiction. In other words, Case 3 does
not hold, and this completes the proof. 
Corollary 4.3. The join-meet idealILk is not unmixed and dim(K[Lk]/ILk) = n.
Proof. It is known (see [9]), that if D is a distributive lattice, then dim(K[D]/ID) is
equal to the number of the join irreducible elements of D plus 1. Therefore, we get
dim(K[Lk]/P ) = n = dim(K[Lk]/P1) = dim(K[Lk]/P
′
1),
dim(K[Lk]/P2) = n− k, dim(K[Lk]/P ′2) = k,
dim(K[Lk]/P3) = n− k + 1, dim(K[Lk]/P ′3) = k + 1.
The above equalities yield the desired statements. 
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